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Machine learning? Why?



Elastic Machine Learning
Operationalize data science for everyone



Time Series Anomaly Detection Data Frame Analysis



Machine Learning expanding use cases

Unsupervised

Supervised

Data Driven:
Pattern 

Recognition

Labelled data
for

 Learning and 
Predicting

Anomaly Detection
Outlier Detection
Forecasting

Parameter value 
prediction
Entity 
classification
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Unsupervised machine learning …..



Machine Learning Anomaly Detection

Unsupervised machine learning
Automatically detect anomalies, outliers from 
group, and rare events

Sophisticated ML Job UI
Interactive views of model and anomaly scoring

Root cause analysis
Report on factors influencing anomalies

On-Demand Forecasting
Forecast out time series metrics

10 years development & Industry leading technology 



PredictLearn Operationalize

How does it work?



Add domain knowledge to ML modeling
Filters API & UI

• Scheduled events - for maintenance 
windows or holidays

• Filter out anomalies to stop showing in 
UI or alerts

• Keeps the anomalies in the model, but 
don’t display them

• Both Numerical and Categorical filter 
options:

‒ Filter out backup servers
‒ Regular process that happen at 

unscheduled times
‒ Low volume events that need to be filtered



Better, 
Easier 
Alerting



Reduce MTTR 
with holistic 
view across 
data tiers



Forecasting and
capacity 
planning 



Detect IoCs 
for threat 
hunting



Enabling new
avenues of 
analysis
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Data transformation  …..
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Goals
Elastic Transforms

Allow users to “transform” data into a new form
• Provide a separate data structure to add ML results to 

(leaving original data unchanged)
• Types of transforms

- Pivot
- Transactions (connecting steps or start/stop) 

Allow multi-dimensional analysis
• Outlier detection
• Regression and classification
• Build supervised models



Elastic Transforms

Entity-centric indexing/summarisation from a data stream



Detecting Outliers 
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Elastic Data Frame Analytics
Using Outlier Detection analysis



● Visualize the range and 
distribution of data when creating 
a Transform or data frame 
analytics

Preview charts for transforms and data frame 
analytics wizard



Elastic Data Frame Analytics

Non-time series Outlier Detection Analysis
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Supervised machine learning …..
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Classification
Supervised Learning 

Labeled Data

Train the model 

Predict „dependent variable“ = 
true/false

..using „analyzed fields“ 

Evaluate model performance
using test data
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Regression 
Supervised Learning

Labeled Data

Train the model 

Predict „dependent variable“ = „how 
much“?

..using „analyzed fields“ 

Evaluate model performance
using test data



Which customers are likely to churn?
Machine Learning end-to-end methodology

{ "customer_id": "028fa21e", "session_id": "MA0l6PC5", "@timestamp": 
"2019-05-08T18:46:22", "request_type": "streaming_tv", "channel": "bbc", 
"title": "Line of Duty" }
{ "customer_id": "a4ca7c7c", "session_id": "LMSXQXHg", "@timestamp": 
"2019-05-08T18:49:34", "request_type": "streaming_film", "channel": "ziggo", 
"title": "Glass" }
{ "customer_id": "avad97s3", "session_id": "LMSXQXHg", "@timestamp": 
"2019-05-08T18:50:34", "request_type": "streaming_film", "channel": "ziggo", 
"title": "Glass" }
{ "customer_id": "dce909a0", "session_id": "MA0l6PC5", "@timestamp": 
"2019-05-08T18:51:23", "request_type": "streaming_film", "channel": "ziggo", 
"title": "Glass" }
{ "customer_id": "vfva09a09", "session_id": "LMSXQXHg", "@timestamp": 
"2019-05-08T18:52:14", "request_type": "streaming_film", "channel": "ziggo", 
"title": "Glass" }
{ "customer_id": "sdfd9s90", "session_id": "MA0l6PC5", "@timestamp": 
"2019-05-08T18:54:51", "request_type": "streaming_film", "channel": "ziggo", 
"title": "Glass" }

...

Data is often in raw logs

Define a ML 
problem and 

propose a 
solution

Construct 
your dataset

Transform 
data Train a model

Use the model 
to make 

predictions

Customer behavior is often described 
by aggregate features



Transform raw data to a feature index
Machine Learning end-to-end methodology

Define a ML 
problem and 

propose a 
solution

Construct 
your dataset

Transform 
data Train a model

Use the model 
to make 

predictions

{
"customer_id": "028fa21e",
"session_id": "MA0l6PC5",
"@timestamp": "2019-05-08T18:46:22",
"request_type": "streaming_tv",
"channel": "bbc",
"title": "Line of Duty"
},
{
"customer_id": "a4ca7c7c",
"session_id": "LMSXQXHg",
"@timestamp": "2019-05-08T18:49:34",
"request_type": "streaming_film",
"channel": "ziggo",
"title": "Glass"
},
...

PUT _transform/customer_behaviour
{
 "source": {
   "index": ["viewing_logs"]
 },
 "description": "Pivot viewing logs to customer-centric index",
 "dest": {"index": "customer_behaviour"},
 "pivot": {
   "group_by": {
     "customer_id": {"terms":{"field": "customer_id"}
     }
   },
   "aggregations": {
     "total_tv_shows": {...},
     "total_films": {...},
     ...
   }
 }
}

{
"customer_id": "028fa21e",
"total_tv_shows": 10,
"total_films": 2,
"total_watching_duration": 72123,
"last_active": "019-05-08T18:46:22",
...
},
{
"customer_id": "a4ca7c7c",
"total_tv_shows": 23,
"total_films": 8,
"total_watching_duration": 184212,
"last_active": "2019-05-08T18:49:34",
...
},
...

RAW Data Customer Index



Build a model on historical data that has a churn indicator
Machine Learning end-to-end methodology

Define a ML 
problem and 

propose a 
solution

Construct 
your dataset

Transform 
data Train a model

Use the model 
to make 

predictions

customer a customer b

total duration 
of customer 
sessions 80:21:07 1:01:11

tv episodes 
watched 24 1

films watched 
in last month 5 0

newness of 
titles watched 
in last month 9.8 1.2

Change in 
duration 6:22:17 16:43:29

subscription 
plan gold platinum

customer tenure 32 26

has churned? no yes

ML 
Supervised 

Model

train/validate/test

Model Name: churn_e2r21
Model Precision: 96.3%
Model Recall: 95.7%
Model F1 score: 96.0%



Use model inference to make predictions on streaming data
Machine Learning end-to-end methodology

Define a ML 
problem and 

propose a 
solution

Construct 
your dataset

Transform 
data Train a model

Use the model 
to make 

predictions

customer c

total duration of 
customer sessions 10:10:06

tv episodes 
watched 2

films watched in 
last month 1

newness of titles 
watched in last 

month 1.6

change in duration 
this month 17:22:17

customer plan gold

customer tenure 5

customer c
Feature 

Influence

total duration of 
customer sessions 10:10:06 0.1

tv episodes 
watched 2 0.8

films watched in 
last month 1 0.8

newness of titles 
watched in last 

month 1.6 0.01

change in 
duration of this 

month 17:22:17 0.6

customer plan gold 0.01

customer tenure 5 0.1

will churn? p(churn) = 97%

ML 
Supervised 

Model

predict



 ML Model
A

ML Model
B

Users can use inference without 
having to create an ingest pipeline.  
There is no longer need to re-index 
to infer existing data.  It is now 
possible to run a search on historic 
data to infer based on an ML model

Examples
● A/B testing using multiple models
● Search recent data against existing 

model (like DGA model)

Inference at Search



Elastic + Jupyter Notebooks
 pip install eland
https://github.com/elastic/eland

http://eland.readthedocs.io/

https://github.com/elastic/eland
http://eland.readthedocs.io/
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Coming up:

Monitoring telecommunication radio 
systems 

Bartłomiej Podleś
P4
Transmission Team manager


